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About This Game

Disclaimer: Some might not consider this a video "game" since there are almost no player choices and there is only one
ending, but it is a far cry from a manga and can only be experienced on a computer. The name for this is a "Kinetic

Novel" -- a subgenre of Visual Novels. You still click through at your own pace, of course, like any other VN, as well as
save, load, and view a backlog of what you've recently read.

This is a linear story about a teenage boy named Keitaro Soseki from Kagoshima, Japan. It is a Slice-of-Life romance novel
with lots of comedy as well. For those familiar with VN genres, most of the story is considered "Iyashikei", but there is a tragic

element as well. There are 20 characters with voice acting and expressions.

Character list:
Keitaro - Main character. Smart, innocent, a little shy.

Yuri - Keitaro's younger sister. Bubbly and bright.
Haruko - Keitaro's older brother. Sporty and mature...for the most part.

Noriyuki - One of Keitaro's best friends. He is obsessed with girls and plays competitive video games for the high school
eSports team.

Shino - A mature and reserved study-bug with a thing for Yuri.
Ayuna - Yuri's best friend. Has an interest in Noriyuki.

Kadan, Joji, and Orino - Haruko's friends who play for the school's American football team. Kadan is a giant goofball, literally
and figuratively. Joji is his loyal sidekick who constantly fails to prevent him from making a fool of himself. Orino is the wisest

of the bunch, often scolding Kadan for his clunky behavior and trying to prevent himself from looking like an idiot in their
presence.
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Mai and Tomomi - Keitaro's parents. They're a warm, simple couple.

The characters all swap out for a new set in the second part of the story, except for Keitaro who stays present throughout.

Rinji - Another goofball, extremely animated (without any literal animation, of course). He frequently tries to impress Kasumi.
Takeo - Just as obsessed with girls as Noriyuki, but is a little smoother about it.

Hana - Keitaro's cousin. She has a passion for spirituality and her head can be in the clouds at times.
Aiko - Keitaro's cousin. He is a video game developer and sometimes reminds Keitaro of Noriyuki. He is also a passionate

futurist who has complete opposite beliefs from his sister. They bicker easily.
Kasumi - Bubbly and kind. She is always smiling or laughing. Despite her excessive cuteness, she is smarter than she looks.
Keiko - Keitaro's love interest. Wholesome and sweet. She has significant similarities to Keitaro but also complementary

differences that make for a natural progression from friend to lover. She is as confident as he is shy.
Tamiko and Michio - Keitaro's aunt and uncle. Tamiko is responsible and protective and Michio is a fun and hearty goof.

There are a series of adventures in the first part of the novel with Keitaro and his friends/siblings. The second part of the novel
progresses into a more developed and committed storyline with much more depth to it.
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Title: Keiko Everlasting
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Matt Stanton, Unmei No Basho, Kojiasano, Jeff Stanton, Naoko Kabashima
Publisher:
Matt Stanton
Release Date: 11 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: 1.5Ghz Processor or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics Chip

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Japanese
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I love the game I just wish there was an online feature so I could play with others even if I'm not near them. I felt sad just
watching someone play. Eh, wish it was released with game for free but fun team. A solid choice if you like fantasy and military
CYOA games.. I played this game for 35+ on the Switch, and i'm proudly saying...

Leah best girl.. where is the ammo ???????????? dude come on. DROD RPG is not an RPG. It is better than an RPG.

In DROD RPG, you have stats, health, gear, and the like. And combat is resolved by just pitting these stats against each other,
but it is still not an RPG.

For when you boil it down, every enemy has a certain amount of attack, defense, and you have the same. So knowing those stats,
you know how much health you lose to fight that enemy. Thus, every enemy is essentially a door that costs health to get through.

And now you understand DROD RPG. It is a resource management puzzle game. You explore each level as much as you can,
trying to plan out how to increase your stats and spend health wisely, fighting as few enemies as possible until you have found
enough upgrades to render the HP costs trivial. It is a tense, careful game of you weighing your options as much as you can
before you make a few moves to get some upgrades and then mop the floor mostly clean for the rest of the filthy lucre. The
DROD half of the game shows up in a few gate, force arrow, and trap door puzzles here and there, and the puzzle design is quite
good, though they are not the focus.

The only downside to this design is if you played poorly, you usually have to restart the entire floor. The main game is balanced
such that even if you scraped by the last boss with about 3 HP remaining you can still come out ahead on the next floor, so you
do not need to break out a spreadsheet to play everything super optimally, but if you screw up, you'll usually have to roll back
pretty far. That's not that bad a thing; most of the time is exploration and planning. Once you know what to hit, you can redo a
floor pretty quickly.

There is one fairly lengthy campaign, broken into two halves with a reset in the middle, with the second half having hugely
different design from the first, almost like going from Ys 1 to Ys 2, but the basics are the same. Once you finish with that, you
can download custom campaigns from the developer's website, or make your own.. I flew 1 thousand feet in the air as a little
school girl. 10\/10
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A memorable, lushly animated, surprisingly dark and claustrophobic classic li'l adventure game. Why isn't this on the front page.
Steam is broken.. I found so much of this frustrating: more time in load screens than playing; having to redo an entire level after
bumbling into death; the story text (also padding the time between levels\/loading) not feeling like it's part of the same game
you're playing. It just didn't fit me at all.. good one
deserves a remake. Really relaxing game and is still getting substantial updates 7 years after it was released.. This is a good game
to zone out to. Nothing too exciting. a great game to calm down with no matter how old you are.. The game is as simple, cheap,
and dumb as the screenshots make it look. Literally took less than half an hour to complete.

Don't get it, not even on sale. Refunded immediately after completing.. It's just so cool! I love it.
It's simple and addictive :) Can't stop playing.
On the beggining it's pretty easy, but after a few levels you need to really think for a while before you can pass.
Challenging and funny!. Hello developers!
I have been watching your game and waited for its release. In General, a good study of the world, high quality art, design,
effects. For virtual reality this is of great importance. The gameplay I would advise you to diversify. The game lacks more
interesting enemies, with different attack types and behavior. Look at hardcore games, like Dark Souls, where almost every
enemy the player has to look for his tactics. Don't be afraid to EXPERIMENT and add the most unexpected solutions, and not
go on about the standard solutions. In General, use all your imagination to surprise the player. It could even be unrealistic or
almost fantastic. It doesn't matter. The main thing that it was unusual and memorable.
More different enemies, weapons, locations, more new experiences!. Overall, I'd definitely recommend Pirates of the Polygon
Sea, although it has a couple points that definitely need improvement.

 - First and foremost, FIX THE HIRED SHIP AI!! Hiring Escort\/Companion ships is damn-near-suicide, as every time I hire
them, they ram their ship in to mine and then seem to knowingly and intentionally sail against me in such a way that I can't turn
any direction; I slow down, they slow down. I full-speed ahead, they full-speed ahead. I lost what should have been a won battle
to a Leviathan because a f***ing ally ship rammed me in to it as I was desperately attempting to evade.

 - Some more ship customization would be nice; Being limited to your number of cannons and one special ability you have no
say over beyond what ship you choose is rather annoying. With all the sharks being otherwise unhittable unless you let them eat
your ship to their hearts content, it'd be nice to be able to outfit a combat ship with the merchant vessels rear-barrel-drop ability.

 - Oh yea, as stated above; Sharks. Even with the fastest ship, fighting sharks is a f***ing chore, as NO ship turns fast enough to
be able to actually fire on them without simply slowing down, letting them deal their max-damage to your ship, and then turning
to fire on them as they do a circle away before coming back to repeat the process. The ONLY exception to this is if you have
escort ships (Who will probably just push you in to the damn things, to be quite frank), or if you are using a merchant vessel that
can drop explosive barrels behind you, in which case you're probably slow enough they'll catch you anyways.

 - You need to be able to get your gold back from pirate raids on your town if you manage to kill all of the vessels. The only
apparent way to prevent losing gold is if you teleport back and immediately destroy the pirate ships, both of which are
impossible. Unless you're literally docked in your town as they attack, it is quite literally impossible to destroy them in time to
prevent losing gold. It's just a rubbish game mechanic.

Other than that, great game. The economy fluctuates unpredictably, ship-to-ship combat is trivial but enjoyable, the game has
multiple levels of difficulty, the higher levels of which definitely present a challenge even to skilled players, the graphics are
simplistic yet smooth and pleasant, quite a variety of enemies given the game type, and quite a few different things to do for
ultimately being a match-based game (Rather than an extended strategy game like Port Royale).

7\/10, would recommend. DEFINITELY needs some polish though. If the above issues were addressed, I'd whole-heartedly give
it a 10\/10.. This game is NOT an old school style first person shooter. It feels like a very generic, slow paced shooter that lacks
polish.

First of all why does this game have reloading? What does this add to the game? Why so I move so slow when the gameplay is
supposed to be fast paced? Where's the bunnyhopping? Also what is with the weapon balancing? The assault rifle is outclassed
by the plasma rifle in literally every single way.

The assets look a but too good to be true, I'm guessing they were store bought assets since they do seem to be quite familiar to
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assets commonly used in Unity asset flips. I could be wrong but this is how it seems to me If I am wrong, please leave a
comment correcting me on this.

On the plus side there seems to be some attention to detail and the levels seem open ended. The problem is that it makes the
game difficult to navigate through and many of the empty space feels like a waste as players are slowly walking to the next area
before they get a chance to kill anything, this is made worse by the fact that there doesn't seem to be any checkpoints in the level
and if there are any checkpoints, they're very poorly placed as I have to restart the level right from the beginning when I die in
the second area which I always do.

This game doesn't respect the player's time and feels like it was designed aimlessly. It's cool that the developer is trying to bring
more variety in terms of environment and has added extra dialogue and stuff to find in post boxes but the gunplay is what
matters the most and it's terrible.

It seems all the other reviews were gifted the game. I on the other hand purchased the game and have now refunded it. I'm all
for giving developers a chance but if this is the best you can do, you aren't going to make any money. If this game was released
for free as a test to gauge interest, I'd be more lenient but I had to pay for this game, I have to be honest and state how I feel
about the game.

Here's a list of things this game needs before it is worth spending money on:
- Ability to see\/edit the controls in the menu
- Checkpoints (or more of them)
- Bunnyhopping
- Removal of reloading
- Better weapon balancing
- Add a compass to tell players where they need to go next
- Weapon swapping with mouse wheel
- (If store bought) Please create your own assets or hire an artist to do them for you, these assets don't really look all that great to
begin with, they look pretty bland to be perfectly honest. If they aren't store bought, I apologize for mistakenly passing such
judgement but truth be told, these assets are nothing special and don't make me any more invested in the game.

Ultimately my advice for this developer is to design smaller, forget the 3d models and make something 2D with more colourful
art design. If you can't do art, you really should either hire an artist to do it for you or learn how to do art yourself. Only then
will your game be worth spending people's hard earned money on.
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